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GABRIEL SHERMAN NAMED NATIONAL AFFAIRS EDITOR AT 

‘NEW YORK’ MAGAZINE 

  
New York, NY, April 22, 2015 — New York editor-in-chief Adam Moss announced today that Gabriel Sherman 
is joining the magazine’s staff as national affairs editor, effective May 1. Sherman has been on contract with New 
York as a contributing editor since 2008, covering the media business, real estate, and Wall Street, among other 
topics. In his role as national affairs editor, his beat will expand to include politics and business. In addition to 
writing features, he will write a regular column for the print magazine, as well as a weekly web column and 
digital news stories. 
 
“Gabe has made his mark as a peerless reporter covering the seismic shifts in the media business,” says Moss. 
“I’m thrilled that he will be coming on staff and expanding his lens to cover politics and the business world more 
broadly. He is a truly modern journalist, as adept at quick news breaks for the web as deeply reported features for 
the magazine.”  
 
Sherman has written news-making features for New York on NBC News, Rupert Murdoch, The New York Times, 
a Facebook scandal at Horace Mann School, Time Inc., Jeff Zucker, Stuyvesant Town, and Fox News; his 
reporting on Fox laid the groundwork for his biography of Roger Ailes, The Loudest Voice in the Room (Random 
House, 2014), a New York Times best seller. Sherman’s writing has appeared in The New York Times, GQ, The 
New Republic, Slate, The Atlantic, and Outside Magazine, among other publications, and he was previously a staff 
writer for Condé Nast Portfolio and the media reporter at the New York Observer. 
  

### 
  

ABOUT NEW YORK MEDIA: 
New York Media is the parent company of the groundbreaking magazine New York; the up-to-the-minute news 
and service website nymag.com; the Grub Street food site; the entertainment and culture news site Vulture; the 
fashion and lifestyle site the Cut; Science of Us, a window into the latest science on human behavior; and New 
York Weddings and New York Design Hunting magazines. 

http://nymag.com/
http://www.grubstreet.com/
http://www.vulture.com/
http://nymag.com/thecut/
http://nymag.com/scienceofus/

